Bio
Founder and owner of Smooth Sailing Business Growth and Real Estate
Investor’s Marketing, Lyndsay Phillips is the go to Content Marketing Expert
who helps clients attract and convert customers faster!
Lyndsay is featured on MSN, NBC, Fox and published in Home Service Max
Magazine and has guested on a TON of podcasts including John Lee
Dumas’s Entrepreneurs On Fire and Joe Fairless’ Best Podcast Ever. She's a
serial podcaster with shows like Smooth Sailing Podcast, Smooth Business
Growth Podcast and now Co-Hosts the REI Marketing Show. Speaking at
events such as Dream Business Academy, Podfest, and Service Business
Edge she has shared the stage with Mike Michalowicz and Jay Abraham.
Working with successful Real Estate Investors, she’s increased their podcast
audience, extended their reach and built their authority status through
content marketing.
Be sure to join the Real Estate Investor's Marketing Group on Facebook for
strategies, trainings and tips! Head to REIMarketingGroup.com

Email info@smoothbusinessgrowth.com
to book Lyndsay on your next Podcast or stage!
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@LyndsayPhillips
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Suggested Topics

How To 10x Your Leads From Podcasting
Why it matters if you are podcast guesting or hosting and how the strategies fit
in with your business goals.
The opportunities you may be missing that will cause you to lose leads and
clients.
The top 8 ways to promote your podcast.
How to track results from podcasting to help optimize and get a higher ROI.

How To Repurpose And Leverage Your
Content to Save Hours Of Work Each Month
How to turn ONE piece of content into 3 pieces.
How to leverage those pieces even further and create dozens of social media
posts.
One hack to curate content that may surprise you.
How 15 minutes a day can create more posts AND engagement all at once.

3 Step Formula To Attracting More Leads &
Deals
Discover the 3 steps that will drive your content strategy to attract your ideal
prospect quicker.
How to build stronger relationships through content marketing and why it's a
MUST.
The biggest mistakes Real Estate Investor's make when using social media that
you'll want to avoid
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